
Buying And Maintaining 126 Class Mercedes:
The Ultimate Guide
Are you a car enthusiast looking to own and maintain a classic 126 Class
Mercedes? Look no further! In this comprehensive guide, we will delve into the
intricacies of buying and maintaining the iconic 126 Class Mercedes. From
understanding its history to essential maintenance tips, we've got you covered.

The Legacy of the 126 Class Mercedes

The 126 Class Mercedes, also known as the Mercedes-Benz W126, was
produced from 1979 to 1992. It is renowned for its luxurious features and
unmatched engineering, making it a timeless classic among automotive
enthusiasts.

Whether you are a collector or simply a Mercedes fan, owning a 126 Class
Mercedes can be an exhilarating experience. However, it is essential to consider
various factors before making a purchase.
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Factors to Consider When Buying a 126 Class Mercedes

1. Budget: Determine your financial capabilities, as the price of a 126 Class
Mercedes can vary depending on its condition, age, and rarity.

2. Condition: Inspect the car thoroughly for any signs of rust, mechanical issues,
or interior wear. A pre-purchase inspection by a qualified mechanic is highly
recommended.

3. Maintenance History: Request the maintenance records to ensure the vehicle
has received regular servicing. Neglected maintenance can lead to costly repairs
down the line.

4. Authenticity: Verify the authenticity of the vehicle's identification numbers and
documentation to avoid any potential legal issues.

Essential Maintenance Tips

Once you've successfully purchased your 126 Class Mercedes, proper
maintenance is crucial to preserve its performance and value. Here are some
essential tips:

1. Regular Servicing

Regular servicing is vital to keep your 126 Class Mercedes in optimal condition.
Follow the manufacturer's recommended service intervals and address any
issues promptly to prevent further damage.

2. Oil Changes

Changing the engine oil at regular intervals is essential to prevent engine wear
and ensure smooth performance. Use high-quality oil recommended by the
manufacturer.



3. Brake System Maintenance

The braking system plays a critical role in safety, so it's essential to maintain it
properly. Regularly inspect the brake pads, rotors, and fluid levels, and replace
them when necessary.

4. Suspension and Wheel Alignment

Maintaining proper suspension and wheel alignment ensures a comfortable and
smooth ride. Regularly check the suspension components, including shocks and
bushings, and align the wheels if needed.

5. Electrical System Maintenance

Keep an eye on the electrical system, including the battery, alternator, and wiring.
Test the battery regularly and inspect the wiring for any signs of wear or
corrosion.

6. Interior and Exterior Care

Preserve the aesthetic appeal of your 126 Class Mercedes by regularly cleaning
and detailing both the interior and exterior. Use high-quality products suitable for
the specific materials used.

Closing Thoughts

Owning and maintaining a 126 Class Mercedes is a fulfilling experience for any
car enthusiast. However, it requires careful consideration during the buying
process and regular maintenance to ensure longevity.

Remember, a well-maintained 126 Class Mercedes can become a valuable asset
and a timeless piece of automotive history. So, follow the tips outlined in this
guide and enjoy your journey with this legendary automobile!
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The Mercedes 126 S-Class of 1979-91 remains the most successful premium
class saloon in the company's history and is considered by many to be one of the
best cars in the world. More than quarter of a century after the last one left the
factory, close to a quarter of all 126s remain registered throughout the world. This
book will enable you to avoid the most common pitfalls and faults that otherwise
can ruin the ownership of a 'Sonderklasse'. Packed with the sort of advice only
normally obtainable from years of experience, it will act as your own personal
marque expert. Specifications and valuations are included along with a detailed
guide to buying the best car at the right price, and finally, how to keep your 126
fresh and reliable. This practical and instructional manual will be a valuable
addition to the bookshelf of anyone owning, or aspiring to own, a 126, and is fully
illustrated with 250 colour photographs.
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